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Abstract: In our digital India, the use of social media like twitter, blogs and various forums is growing with the rapid rate. Thus the size of the data is becoming big day by day and in the span of this type of high varied and volume data, manual analysis would be a clumsy job. So, there is an alarming rate to analyze that large amount of data to make it suitable for analysis purpose. As a most elaborate open source platform, R has immeasurable user communities that thrives and perpetuate a huge amount of text analysis packages. So, in this paper we are analyzing movie related tweets using machine learning in R.

Index Terms: BOW, Linear Classifier, NLP, Rule based Classifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sentiment Analysis is a category of data mining that evaluate the inclination of an individual’s opinion through text mining, Natural Language Processing (NLP), text analysis, Machine Learning, lexicon based approach etc. It focusses to identify the perspective of an individual writer, speaker or the overall polarity with respect to some event. Supervised and unsupervised learning approaches can be used to classify customer’s opinion. Opinion Mining is very important to classify different taxonomies as it is a very main tool for categorizing datasets on a broad scale. For example, in bloom’s taxonomy, the clusters are formed to analyze the level of understanding.

There are numerous techniques to classify sentiments such as machine learning approach and lexicon based approach. Supervised and unsupervised learning are used to implement machine Learning approach whereas dictionary based and corpus based approach are used to implement lexicon based approach. Further corpus based approach uses statistical as well as semantic technique. BOW (Bag-of-Words) representation is commonly used in machine learning approach. This method focusses on the independent words and disregards the significance of subjective and semantic information in the document. All the words in the document hold an equal importance. In sentiment analysis, the BOW description is mainly used as it results in high dimensionality of analysis space. To reduce this high dimensionality of attribute space, machine learning algorithms are used such as attribute selection technique which chooses only significant attributes by stemming the noisy and irrelevant words.

II. METHODOLOGY

To access tweets from twitter an application is being created to get the consumer key and its secret key, access token and its token secret key for creating a handshake authorization as twitter is allowing accessing its data through this API.

Figure 1. Twitter Application

People’s tweets about Bollywood movies i.e. Kesari and Kalank are collected using R by installing following packages:

```r
>install.packages("twitteR")
>install.packages("RCurl")
>require(twitteR)
>require(RCurl)
```

A word cloud is a picture consisting of words that jointly relates to a cloudy image. The magnitude of a word reflects how significant it is or how frequently it comes in a text. An individual generally use word clouds to smoothly generate an abstract of huge amount of data. So on the basis of tweets, following word clouds are created:

Figure 2. Word cloud of Kesari movie
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Figure 3. Word cloud of Kalank movie

An affinity map is a simple representative to understand and relate all the information. When we have a large amount of varied data such as facts, figures, brainstorming ideas, individual opinion, user requirements, perception and design issues. An affinity map is a category of clustering our dataset or grouping our related information. Following to word cloud, an affinity map is generated:

Figure 4. Affinity map of Kesari movie

Figure 5. Affinity Map of Kalank Movie

A heat map is a realistic and graphical presentation of data wherein individual figures are contained in a graph in the form of matrix. It consists of four quadrants i.e. active, subdued, pleasant and unpleasant. Heat map is getting popular to represent large volume of data as comprehensible. Then, following heat map is also generated:

Figure 6 Heat map of Kesari Movie
In this paper, we are summarizing movie related tweets by creating an application on twitter and accessing handshake authorization for accessing the tweets. Using stemming and lemmatization, the noisy data, stop words, punctuations, symbols and unidentified words are filtered to get data suitable for analysis purpose. Using R, we have created a word cloud, a affinity map and a heat map to showcase the sentiments of people. As this work primarily focusses on the tweets in English language, so in the near future we can summarize the tweets for bilingual text refining.
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